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Why should you book this trip? 

• Sri Lanka Day Tours gives you the opportunity to explore the commercial trading centre of 

Colombo (Colombo Fort or commonly referred at “Pettah”) interactively. 

• Experience the true colour of Colombo and feel its heartbeat by exploring a variety of 

attractions as well as interacting with its vibrant people. 

• Admire the beauty of the colonial architecture as well as the congested bazaars. 

• Stop for refreshments and snacks at different places. You are free to be adventurous with 

street food as well. 

• Led by an experienced and knowledgeable guide who will facilitate the discoveries of all the 

famous attractions in the inner city. 

• A great evening workout. Much better than sweating inside four walls on a treadmill. 

 

 

Colombo City Tour 

Colombo - A City with A Soul. Fascinating 
Day Tour in The Heart of Sri Lanka 
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Quick Facts 

• Availability : Around the year 

• Starting/end point: World Trade Centre 

• Transfer arrangements to be picked up and dropped off to any preferred destination could be 

provided on request 

• Preferred Starting time: 1400hrs (2 p.m.) 

• Duration: 3 to 4 hours 

• Not recommended for children under 12 years 

 

 

You will meet 

 

 

 

   

    

      Arosh Indika 

 

 

 

Included in the price 
 

 

• The services of a professional guide; 
your host for the evening 

• Drinking water during the tour 

• Snacks and refreshments purchased by 
the host during the walk 

• All Government taxes 
 

Exclusions 
 

 

• Any transportation 

• Any extra beverages or food and snacks 
consumed (other than what’s arranged by 
the host) 

• Entrance fees to tour sites you want to visit 
on your own 

• Any personal effects not mentioned here 

• Any tips for the staff 

• Any others expenses not mentioned in 
Price Inclusions section 

 

Arosh Indika is one of Eco Team’s most dedicated and 

knowledgeable Colombo city tour guides. Arosh hails from 

Pelawatte, Battaramulla and was an English teacher before he 

decided to follow his passion and become a tour guide. Now, 

he has over five years of experience in the field and is a 

sought-after guide for Eco Team. 
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Tour in brief 

A Walk to Remember 

What better way to experience the warmth and grandeur of Colombo than to take a guided 

walk through some of its famous streets? 

You will meet your host for the evening at 1400hrs near the World Trade Centre, a land 

mark hard to be missed. 

Colombo is considered a shopper’s paradise with a fine selection of local malls, Sri Lankan 

arts and handicrafts. However, today you would explore the world-famous streets of Pettah 

where you can find just about anything you want, from mobile phones and electronics to 

clothes and books. 

You will be also able to experience firsthand, Colombo’s multi-cultural roots with its colonial 

architectural marvels as well as its multi-religious places of worship. Temples, Kovils, 

Mosques and Churches are commonly seen across the city but each with a unique story to 

tell. 

Witness the great colonial influences within the city from street names, to food, to 

architecture. The Portuguese, Dutch and British colonists who once occupied this great city 

each left their unique marks on Colombo. 

Learn more than you can from a guide book from our experienced English-speaking guide. 

Your guide, well-versed in the inner-workings of Colombo, will always be prepared to impart 

his knowledge of this fine city’s history. 

Our walks are usually around 3 to 4 hours and are conducted in the evening. This allows us 

to conduct them in relative comfort when the humidity of Colombo’s tropical conditions is far 

less intense. This also helps you experience the city when it is unwinding from the hustle 

and bustle of the day. 

 

Important 

• Clients should bring suitable clothing for warm, windy and rainy conditions 

• Recommended items such as insect repellent and sun lotion should be brought by clients 

• Lightweight clothes and walking shoes should be worn for the walk 
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Colombo City 

Colombo is Sri Lanka’s commercial and cultural capital and is located on the western coast 

of the island. The city has served as an important commercial port city since ancient times 

and has been the scene of many prominent historical moments. 

Heavily influenced by its diverse populace and its rich history, Colombo’s culture, 

architecture, cuisine and historical attractions make for a multi-cultural melting-pot. Ancient 

traders came to its ports to gather ivory, precious stones and spices such as cinnamon, 

cardamom, cloves and pepper. European colonists occupied the city for centuries as well 

due to its strategic location on an important trade route. 

All these cultural and historical influences give Colombo its unique flavour. In modern times 

the city is home to a diverse group of communities which adds to its splendour and is still 

known as a shopper’s paradise. 

Experience the true colour of Colombo and feel its heartbeat by exploring a variety of 

attractions as well as interacting with its vibrant people. 

 

 


